
California Classics (Hull) Limited (hereinafter 
referred to as CCHL)
Vehicle rebuild programme terms and conditions.

The deposit secures a specific rebuild slot, this 
deposit retains the price quoted and funds the 
body shell/donor car and any other items 
deemed necessary.
Deposits are non-refundable, we have set aside 
several weeks of workshop time and refused 
other work to allocate the specific time slot.
Only in very special circumstances will we refund 
the deposit or part of the deposit, it is subject to 
any costs and/or expenses incurred, in addition 
we would then need to re-allocate the specific 
rebuild slot, this procedure is at the sole 
discretion of CCHL.

Payment for goods and work carried out must be 
paid for in full using cleared funds before any 
goods are released or delivered.

Once an agreed specification has been finalised 
and the deposit paid, the price is fixed, any 
extras requested later are chargeable over and 
above.

All cars are rebuilt to our standard specification 
and carry a 12 months or 12000 miles warranty, 
covering parts and labour on new or 
reconditioned items fitted (as detailed in the 
specification)



Warranty work must be carried out by CCHL, no 
third party invoices can be accepted unless 
specifically agreed.

In the unlikely event that a vehicle suffers a 
problem and it is not possible to return it to 
CCHL (for example if the vehicle is abroad) the 
following Warranty Repair Method is to be 
implemented

We need,
The make, model and year of the vehicle
The mileage at purchase
The current mileage
Full Details of the issue

The vehicle must then be delivered, at the 
owner’s expense, to an agreed garage. No 
repairs can be started until the full cost and the 
type of repair have been agreed with CCHL. If a 
repair is agreed, CCHL will then issue a Warranty 
repair document authorising the necessary 
repairs, or replacement, at the agreed cost.

We will pay the agreed number of hours of labour 
calculated at our internal rate and/or supply the 
parts required or refund the replacement part(s) 
needed at the cost price to us.

All claims must be made within the warranty 
period of the vehicle, we will not accept claims 



outside of the agreed warranty period/mileage. 
Should a part fail we aim to replace the item with 
an equal part if readily available, alternative 
supplies may have to be arranged if certain parts 
cannot be located in a reasonable time frame. 
Any Fault should be reported immediately so that 
prompt action can be taken to avoid further 
damage to any other components, if the vehicle 
is driven with a failed item, the consequential 
damage or failure of other items damaged are 
not covered.

No invoices will be accepted for payment without 
the Warranty repair document.

CCHL reserves the right to provide any parts 
needed. All faulty or damaged parts removed 
under the terms of this Warranty shall become 
the property of CCHL and MUST be returned.

Failure to comply with any of the above may 
invalidate the warranty.
Any modifications undertaken without the written 
consent of CCHL will invalidate this Warranty.

This Warranty only covers the vehicle when in 
use on public paved roads and does not apply in 
marine situations, competition, race, rally or 
speed trials.

If the vehicle is to be used for towing, then this 
must only be done within the manufacturer’s 



recommendations.

This Warranty will not cover any defect, damage 
or breakdown resulting from misuse, negligence 
or collision.

This Warranty will not apply if the repair is 
necessitated simply as a result of fair wear and 
tear.

This Warranty does not cover towing, recovery, 
re-delivery or any consequential costs incurred 
(e.g. replacement/short term hire vehicle, 
overnight accommodation etc).

The vehicle owner is responsible for the costs of 
maintenance items replaced during Warranty 
repairs.

This Warranty is valid and effective only if all 
terms and conditions (including the Repairs 
Procedure) are fully complied with.

Any modifications carried out without the specific 
written consent of CCHL will invalidate this 
Warranty.

Interior trim colours and leather samples may 
vary slightly in colour and shade due to the 
nature of the material used. All cars are built to 
an individual specification, the customer will be 
required to complete the entire transaction and 



pay any monies owing should they decide to 
cancel the order when the vehicle is completed.
I agree to the terms and conditions set out above 
and by my signature below
I authorise CCHL to prepare for me the following 
vehicle.

Vehicle -

Cost of standard car –

Deposit required to confirm order –

Name –

Address –

E-mail -



Contact no -

Signature -

Date - 


